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In many ways, we feel like we have a 2500 piece
jigsaw puzzle with the border (the building) in place
and a few key sections identified (the library, a cafe,
large meeting room, children's area) but hundreds of
pieces still sitting off to the side -- and so as we pray
we trust that God will fit all the pieces together.

How can you help in putting thepieces together? two
things -- first please PRAY and second please con-
sider how you might GIVE. Currently we have
received $20,000  of  the $250,000 estimated needed
-- and so are trusting God for the remaining 90% to
make this VISION a reality!!
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Balbinova Reconstruction Plans

Circling in Prayer

Back After Six Months

On January 7 we returned to Prague after six months in
the US which included spending time with family and
friends, seeing Elizabeth off to Messiah College as well
as sharing updates about the ministry of the library.

We traveled to the four corners of the US including 26 of
the 50 states and just over 25,000 miles -- someone
reminded us that this was just a  little more than the
circumferance of the earth!! It was indeed GREAT to see
so many of you during that time -- and so a BIG thank you
again for all the hospitality extended -- yummy meals, a
place to rest our heads, wonderful fellowship, times of
conversation, words of encouragement, prayers of
blessings and many other ways that God used so many
of you to touch our hearts!!

We are once again grateful for our volunteers  who came
and served and helped cover things  in the library during
our absence -- and especially as Irena was on medical
leave for about half of that time. She returned to work in
late October and is doing well -- thanks for your prayers!!

Our volunteers did everything from taking care of the
guest flat, dog-sitting (Sara loved them all) and in the
library staffing checkout desk, database, dealing with
petty cash, accepting book donations,cleaning, repair-
ing books, distributing informational brochures, develop-
ing and presenting children's programs -- and in the
course of things building and developing new relation-
ships with those who came as well as outside the walls
of the library-- for which we are VERY grateful!!

We remain encouraged with how God continues to
lead with the plans for renovation of the Balbinova 10
building. Since we have been back we have been
working on futher updates and specifics of the library
development and business plan.

We continue to meet with ministry and church leaders
and others who would be interested in occupying and/
or utilizing portions of  the space. We also recently had
a library board meeting and with their continued full
support we are moving forward with planning.

While F-nadace (the Christian foundation) has al-
ready offered the possibility of rent offset (no rent for
a yet to be determined period of time in exchange for
investment in renovation) PLUS 50-66% discount on
rent ,we would ask for specific prayer in the negotiation
process as there are many details to work out.

We are also in the process of  seeking trustworthy legal
counsel as well as identifying who God would have us
work with regarding developing more specific archi-
tectural plans -- the above are the conceptual plans.

How Can You Help?

As we entered this next season
back in the Czech Republic, we
felt God calling us to a focused
season of prayer as we seek His
continued leading -- and so we
asked many of you to join us for
a 40 Days of Prayer for Prague
-- and so THANK YOU for pray-
ing --- but please don't stop!!

Prior to our departure in June we became aware of a
book entitled The Circle Maker and through two
different divine appointments on our stateside journey,
we received a copy  of the book and prayer guide by
Mark Batterson, pastor of the National Community
Church in Washington DC. We have been encour-
aged and inspired by his example  as he talks about
DREAMING big, PRAYING  hard and THINKING
long. We often limit God, give up too soon in prayer and
approach things more for the short-term. And so we
would ask if you can continue to CIRCLE the library,
our ministry and family in prayer  Thanks so much!!
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EuroPartner Conference

Valentine English Lesson & Sharing God's Love

We have had renewed interest in our Saturday Kidz Life Story Hour and other
children's programs  since the first of the year as several new families  have joined
the library community.

We  have  also received invitations to do special programs for  schools and so were
excited when we recently had 21 third graders (8-9 year olds) here at the library
for a special Valentine Story and English Lesson -- lots of enthusiasm and great fun
plus the opportunity to share about how God loves each one of us!!

Each child then also received an invitation to our regular Books and More for English

program -- and so please pray for fruit from the seeds that were planted. Thanks.

Even while anticipating an eventual move to new
facilities but knowing that it will still take some time, we
have been busy with various small but significant
improvements to the current physical space.

We have been able to make certain changes due to
an empty room in our apartment --there are some
benefits to "empty nesting"!! We have shifted some
things from our quite full storage closet to upstairs
which has provided greater ease of access to children's
craft materials, book processing, as well as cleaning
supplies -- with even a bit of  room left over.

We then also received a donation of four wonderful bookshelves from friends
(church planting missionaries) who have been serving here for the past 21 years
and are getting ready to return to the states.  This has allowed is to provide more
space for our Czech collection -- at least until we catalog the next batch of books!!

Library Improvements

What Can $50 Buy?

Another improvement is to our kitchenette area -- for some  time  we have been
trying to find a shelf unit with cabinets  to be able to better store mugs, coffee and
tea and to facilitate ease of preparation -- especially as we  desire to better serve
our patrons and those that attend various events here at the library.

We  looked at various op-
tions and as we searched
God eventually  led us to
just the right unit which fits
perfectly around the fridge
-- and on top of that, it was
on sale!! While it was quite
the feat hauling it home on
the metro and tram,  along
with a new floor covering,
it  has proved to be a HUGE
improvement.

Books and Water Really Don't Mix

While we were glad that it didn't happen while we
were in the states, the end of January  found us
unexpectedly dealing with a major water leak.
While we normally are not working on Sunday
nights we happened (thankfully) to go downstairs
and  noticed a large spot on the wall above our
children's collection. We immediately called our
landlord and began moving shelves and books.

By the next morning the area had grown but we still
had to wait another 24 hours before the plumber
could come.  Temporary repairs were made and
then the decision -- how to solve the problem long term? Plans were put in place
which required further removal of books and covering the remaining shelves in the
entire room  with plastic and so for four days (fortunately mostly while the library was
closed) it become a very messy construction zone while they replumbed everything.

We are now only waiting for the area to be painted and in the mean time all of our
children's books are in the meeting room -- but still accessible.  The way we figure
this was good training ground for what is to come with the reconstruction of Balbinova!!

With several hundred business people in atten-
dance, we recently had the opportunity to  make
various connections during the EuroPartners
Conference being held here in Prague in early
March. The focus and purpose of these regular
gatherings is  to  develop transformational
community through business outreach and
evangelism -- and to provide valuable re-
sources and support to help in the process.

We were able to visit and reconnect with Ed Silvoso who was one of he main speakers
and then (thanks to Diane Comstock) we met John and Nancy Murphy with The
Pocket Testament League  -- and as a result are currently in the process of exploring
possibilities for producing the Gospel of John in a format which would have appeal
to those in the Czech business community -- please pray for God's leading.
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